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Letters to the Editor 

tion of CO. The levels v = 2, J = 13,14 are near resonant 

with the most highly populated, J = 1-4, 300 K Boltzmann 

states in v = 3. V -R energy transfer from v = 3 is, therefore, 

the only likely mechanism for the population of these levels: 

HF(v = 3, J = 2) + CO(v = O,(J;)) -+HF(v = 2,J = 13) 

+ CO(v = O,(J1 )) + E(Trans). (1) 

Table I shows the growth in the ( 9 .;;;J,;,;;; 14) levels of 

v = 2 together with the depletion of v = 3 for the F + CH4 

reaction as [CO] is increased. Although the absolute emis

sion intensity of the high J levels in v = 2 increases on addi

tion of CO, the increase is not linear indicating that some 

rotational quenching of these states into the lower J Boltz

mann envelope is occurring within the time scale of our ob

servations. Even without allowing for partial relaxation of 

the initial high J population formed in the quenching pro

cess, approximately 55% of the population loss from v = 3 is 

channeled into the J = 9-14 levels of v = 2. Within our ex

perimental uncertainty and accounting for the slight relaxa

tion of v = 2, the quenching loss from v = 3 is equal to the 

total gain, summed over all J states, in v = 2. Together with 

our observation that levels v = 1, J;;;. 15 are not populated in 

the quenching process, the relaxation ofHF(v = 3) by CO 

proceeds mainly by processes of the form represented in Eq. 

(1 ). 

Our figure of 55% constitutes a minimum value and 

indicates the importance of the near resonant V-R,T chan

nel in CO quenching ofHF(v = 3 ). Preliminary results indi

cate that CO quenching ofHF(v = 2) proceeds via a similar 

mechanism with the V-R channel accounting for, at least, 

70% of the total relaxation into HF ( v = 1). The preference 

for the V -R channel may arise from the strong intermolecu

lar potential which favors the end-on.bonding ofH to CO, as 

observed in the linear OC-HF van der Waals complex. 18 

Quenching of HF(v) by N 2 and C02 also show significant 

V -R, T channels and for higher vibrational levels, additional 

near resonant av = 2 relaxation channels become impor

tant. 

•> Work supported by The National Science Foundation under Grant No. 

CHE-85-43609. 
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Surface active molecules, surfactants, are important for 

many practical applications such as lubrication, friction 

modifier, wetting control, and microelectronics. For these 

applications, one uses slightly soluble surfactants where the 

solubility is determined by the relative contributions of the 

hydrophilic and hydrophobic moeities. In those situations it 

is of interest to determine the kinetics of the monolayer for

mation from the bulk solution and the final composition of 

the surface layer. Traditionally, one uses surface tension and 

calorimetric measurements 1 to investigate this adsorption 

kinetics. However, it is difficult to determine the surface 

concentration from these methods. 2 

In this paper we demonstrate the effectiveness of second 

harmonic generation technique (SHG) to obtain in situ 

both the adsorption kinetics and the final composition of a 

surfactant system. We also compare the result with surface 

tension measurements. The molecule under investigation is 

sodium-dodecylnapthalene-sulfonate [SONS; 

CH3 ( CH2 ) 11-C10H 6-S03Na]. A saturated solution of 

SDNS in 2% NaCI aqueous solution was prepared. A Lang

muir trough, made out of glass with the edges wrapped with 

Teflon tape, was used to contain the solution. The surface 

tension was measured by a Wilhelmy plate. 

The effectiveness of SHG as a surface probe has been 

demonstrated recently in a number of cases including liq

uid-air, 3 liquid-liquid, 4 and various other interfaces. 5 As an 
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of experiments. 

optical probe it has the advantage of a high spectral and time 

resolution, in situ and of being applicable to any interfaces 

accessible by light. It is based on the idea that the SHG is 

forbidden in centrosymmetric media but allowed at the in

terfaces where the inversion symmetry is necessarily broken. 

The surface nonlinear susceptibility x; which is responsible 

for the SHG at an interface generally reflects the properties 

of the surface layer. ux; arises mainly from a monolayer of 

surfactants, and takes the form 

(1) 

where Ns is the surface density, and (a2
) is the molecular 

nonlinear polarizability and the angular brackets ( ) denote 

an average over all molecular orientations. In the previous 

publication, 3 we have shown that the molecular orientation 

ofSDNS on a water surface is only weakly dependent on the 

surface concentration. Therefore, if Ns is varied, the SH sig

nal should be directly proportional to the square of Ns. Thus, 

for the study of adsorption dynamics of SONS, we can use 

SHG to moniter the change in surface density as a function 

of time. 

The measurement of SONS adsorption kinetics from 

the bulk solution to the air/solution interface was carried 

out by first cleaning the surface with Teflon barrier and the 

immediately proceeding with data taking. Figure 1 shows a 

schematic picture of the experiment and the structure of 

SONS. Figure 2 shows the results of the SHG and surface 

tension measurements as a function of time. The dashed line 

is the theoretical fitting curve with Langmuir kinetics. If the 

adsorption barrier for the surfactant molecules is indepen

dent ofthe coverage ( 0), then the change in 0 is expected to 

followed Langmuir kinetics6 as 

dO = K ( 1 - o). 
dt 00 

(2) 
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FIG. 2. Observed surface pressure 1r (open circle) and nonlinear suscepti

bility X for an air interface as a function of time after surface was SONS 

saturated solution cleared. The dashed line is a Langmuir-type fit for the 

change in surface coverage. 

where 00 is the final coverage and K a constant. From the 

SHG data, we can fit the time dependence of 0 as 

0 I 0
0 

= 1 - a e - Kt • ( 3) 

For t < 80 min, we find a = 1.0 and 1/ K = 48 min, while for 

t> 80 min we get a= 0.22 and 1/K = 150 min. Fort= oo, 

we find that 00 = 1, i.e., the molecules eventually form a full 

monolayer, which is consistent with the surface tension mea

surements. The fact that there are two different time regime 

can be understandable in terms of the bulk surfactant diffu

sion control for an early stage adsorption and then the prob

ability control of the creation of open area for new surfactant 

molecules for the late stage adsorption. 

In conclusion, we have followed the kinetics of the sur

factant adsorption from the bulk to the water-air interface 

by using the optical second harmonic generation. We have 

observed two different time regimes, the initial fast adsorp

tion regime due to the surfactant bulk diffusion constant and 

the slow adsorption regime due to the sticking probability. 
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